2011 KEURING REPORTS

Wild Turkey Farm – Wilsonville, OR
Hosts: Dan and Gina Ruediger.
Jury: Bart Henstra-Netherlands, Lana Sneddon, Indiana.
.
Please remember that these remarks
are for a snapshot in the lifetime of
these horses. We encourage owners
and breeders to attend keurings
whenever possible for further
evaluation of their horses, their
breeding goals and breeding
directions.

This keuring, at the magnificent location Wild Turkey Farm in the state of Oregon,
started with the IBOP dressage and the DG bar cup.
Dressage IBOP and DG Bar Cup
The class started with the talented Chanel SVS (Jazz pref out of Olympia ster by Idocus
crown x Wanroij), bred and owned by Jeanne Schamblin of Sierra Vista sport horses.
Chanel has good leg technique in all her gaits, is supple and has an uphill tendency in
trot and canter. Her hind leg is quick and can be easily activated. This long legged
dressage horse scored an overall of 79 in her IBOP and DG bar, with an 8.5 for
suppleness. As 3-year old, Chanel SVS received her ster predicate; today she passed her
IBOP and her keur conformation class. Chanel SVS was today’s best mature dressage
horse and she earned her keur predicate.
The elegant 3-year old gelding Downtown (Johnson out of Raindancer S ster by Zeoliet
keur), bred and owned by Dan and Gina Ruediger of Sonnenberg Farm LLC, scored 76 in
his DG bar cup. Downtown has an active walk, a supple trot with good suspension and a
well-balanced canter. You could see the dressage potential in this 3-year old, which has
to mature and be schooled further.
Dressage Studbook Inspection
The 4-year old Cymphony (Florencio out of Star de Nijinsky by Nijinsky’s Secret x Star de
Naskra), bred and owned by Cynthia Sanders from Wishing Well Farm, received her ster
predicate because of her free movement. Cymphony has a well-muscled body with good
connections; she has good flexion in her joints and shows good length of stride in all her
gaits. She could show more uphill tendency.
Young Horses

We are looking for photos of the
horses at the keuring. If you have
any, please send them to the
Office. The photos for ‘keuring
results’ can be low resolution.
For horses in the Top Fives, please
send photos that are a minimum
of 300 dpi and 4” x 6” in size.

A good harness horse foal was presented at this keuring, Gigi WSF (Zion-JC ster prok out
of V. Double Duchess by Fabricius pref x Afire Bey), bred and owned by Carrie O’Brien of
Willow Spring Farm, has a vertical neck with a correct and strong body. This filly has a
good harness horse type and lots of expression. In the trot, she is active, has good
bending of her powerful hind leg and good posture. Her front leg shows good reach but
could have more lifting in her forearm.
The best dressage foal at this keuring was the Sir Sinclair daughter Gabridona S (out of
Tamora keur by Ferro pref x Notaris keur), bred by Dan and Gina Ruediger and owned by
Andrea J. Marek. This elegant filly has a supple trot with good suspension. Gabridona S
also shows a balanced canter.

List of first premiums
Dressage Foals:
#247 Gabridona S (Sir Sinclair x Ferro)
# 337 Goodwin HBH (Contango Voltaire)
#252 Graham WSF (Rousseau x Damiro)
# 333 Gryanika (Labo x Fruhling)
Harness Ffoals:
#325 Gigi WSF (Zion-JC x Fabricius)
3 – 7 year old Dressage Mares
# 260 Cymphony (Florencio x Nijinksky’s Secret)
# 265 Chanel SVS (Jazz x Idocus)
IBOP (passed)
# 265 Chanel SVS (Jazz x Olympia ster by Idocus)

